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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let I- be a finite group which acts faithfully on a smooth, irreducible 
curve C defined over an algebraicly closed field k. Let I be a prime number, 
distinct from char(k), and consider the problem of writing H’(C, F,) as a 
direct sum of indecomposable F,[T]-modules. When (/, ITI)= 1, F,[fJ is 
semi-simple, and the problem is easily reduced to decomposing the 
Q,[T]-module H’(C, Q,) [Se, 15.51. This amounts to finding the character 
of the representation. The Lefschetz fixed point formula is well suited for 
this when C is complete. The afline case may be reduced to the complete 
case by means of the relative cohomology sequence. When (1, Ifl) = 1, the 
above techniques together with the decomposition matrix for r (if known) 
may be used to compute the simple factors in the composition series for 
H’(C, F,). However, this is not generally enough to determine the 
indecomposable summands. 
In this note the explicit decomposition of H'(C, F,) into indecomposable 
summands is given when f z SL(2, F,),/ + 1 and I is an odd prime 
(Theorem 7.2 and Remark 7.4). The motivation for dealing with this 
particular group comes from [Sch] where the results are applied to study 
algebraic cycles as well as from [Gr] (see also [He]). Fortunately, the 
mod 1 representation theory of X(2, F,)/+ 1 is relatively easy to handle. 
There are only finitely many indecomposable modules, and the simple 
modules are easy to discribe. In fact, if we write SZj for the 
F,[SL(2, F,)/+ l]-module corresponding to the 2jth symmetric power of 
the tautological representation of SL(2, F,), then (Su}O~ug,-, is a 
complete list of irreducible (in fact absolutely irreducible) 
F,[SL(2, F,)/f I]-modules. Denote the projective envelope of S, by P,. 
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For each 0 Q 2j < I- 1 there is an exact sequence of (uniquely determined) 
indecomposable modules [Al, p. 493 
0-b v,+ P,+ w,,+o 
with dim., V, = I- 1 and dim,, W,- 1 mod 1. 
To illustrate the results to be proved, consider the case of the complete, 
complex, algebraic curve C= X(I) which compactilies the parameter space 
for isomorphism classes of elliptic curves with a symplectic level l-structure. 
The group SL(2, F,)jf 1 acts on the curve via its natural action on the 
moduli problem. 
THEOREM 0.1. There is an isomorphism of F,[SL(2, F,)/+ l]-modules, 
H’(X(h F,) N 0 v, @ p;y, 
0<2j-z-3 0<2jG/- I 
where r2j = j - [j/2] - [j/3] - 1 if j > 0 and is 0 otherwise. 
The point here is two-fold: First, that among all the indecomposable 
modules over the group ring only a small fraction appear in the decom- 
position, and second, that the multiplicities have geometric interpretations. 
The multiplicity of each V,, which in this case is one, should be thought 
of as the number of cusps of the full modular group SL(2, Z)/+ 1, while r2j 
is the dimension of the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight 2j + 2 
on SL(2, Z)/& 1. Recall that dim,, P, = 21 unless 2je { 0, l- 11, in which 
case dim,, P, = 1. Thus taking dimensions of both sides in the above 
formula yields a simple expression for the genus of the modular curve X(I) 
in terms of the number of cusps of X(1) and the di’mensions of spaces of 
higher weight cusp forms also on X( 1). 
The method of proof of the main theorem may be summarized roughly 
as follows. Let C = C - R denote a SL(2, F,)/f 1 -stable, non-empty, ahine 
open in C where the action is free. Over the group ring of the Sylow 
I-subgroup H’(C, F,) is isomorphic to the direct sum of a free module plus 
a one dimensional piece. Using this and some modular representation 
theory for SL(2, F,)/f 1 and its Bore1 subgroup, one shows that the 
F,[SL(2, F,)/f I]-module H’(C, F,) is isomorphic to the sum of a projec- 
tive module and a known non-projective indecomposable. The structure of 
the projective summand is determined from the composition series for 
H’(C, F,). Finally the structure of H’(C, F,) is determined from the 
relative cohomology sequence. Here the fact that I-Li(C, F,) is a sum of 
induced modules is used. 
This paper will make use of a number of facts about the mod I represen- 
tation theory of SL(2, F,)/f 1. The first ten sections of [Al] provide the 
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necessary background. I have tried to give as many specific references as 
possible; however, these are sometimes incomplete or missing if the 
necessary assertions are not gathered together in one place in the reference. 
I am grateful to J. Duflot and R. Liebler for introducing me to the 
literature on modular representations and to B. Gross for helpful comments 
on modular forms. I thank A. Assadi for describing to me some of the ideas 
in [As] which have contributed to Section 8. At various times during the 
course of this investigation I have been supported by the DFG and by an 
NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Fix the following notation to be used throughout this note. Let I be a 
prime number, f a finite group, and A = F,[T] the group algebra. All 
A-modules considered here are finitely generated left A-modules. Given an 
A-module M we define 
(1) dim M=dtm,,M 
(2) sot(M) = the socle of M 
(3) h(M) = the maximal semi-simple quotient of M 
(4) ‘sIM: P,+, + M denotes the projective envelope of M [Se, Sect. 14.33 
(5) Mp,Oj = the maximal projective quotient module of M 2: the maxi- 
mal injective submodule 
(6 1 Mnp = MIMproj 
(7) M* = Hom,,(M, F,), the dual module. 
The A-module F, with trivial r action will be denoted by So and its projec- 
tive hull by P,. If N is indecomposable, vN(M) denotes the multiplicity 
with which N appears in the decomposition of M into a direct sum of 
indecomposables. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field, whose characteristic is not 1. By a 
curve we shall mean an irreducible, one dimensional k-variety smooth over 
the base field. We shall suppose that r acts faithfully on a curve C. Write 
71: C -+ X for the canonical quotient map. Set the invariant 6 = 1 (respec- 
tively 0) if C is complete (respectively atline). Given a constructible sheaf 
of F,-vector spaces 9 on X, write e(X, 9) for its euler characteristic and 
h’(X, g) = dim,, H’(X, 9). When .@ = F,, write simply e(X) and h’(X). If 
S is an A-module there is an associated etale sheaf S on the generic point 
of X. Its direct image via the inclusion Spec k(X) + X is denoted 9’. 
If r E C is a point at which n is wildly ramified, let SW, denote the Swan 
character of the stablizer I-‘,. Write h for the r-orbit of r and SW, for the 
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unique projective A-module whose Brauer character coincides with the 
induced character IndF,sw, on the I-regular elements of ZY SW, exists and 
is independent of the choice of re h [Se, Sect. 191. If a f-orbit b in C is 
unramilied or tamely ramified, write Siv, = 0. 
The notation IBI for a finite set B denotes the number of elements of B. 
2. THE PROJECTIVE ENVELOPE OF THE TRMAL REPRESENTATION 
We begin by describing the multiplicity with which the projective 
envelope, P,, of the trivial representation occurs in H’(C, F,). Write r’ for 
the Galois group of the largest unramified extension of X through which 
7~: C + X factors. Set ~c!~ = dim(Hom(r’, F,)). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be uffine. Then v,,(H’(C, F,)) = h’(X) - cc:x. 
Proof Set q=xYErj). We claim that for a finitely generated left 
A-module M, v,(M) = dim(qM). Indeed consider the commutative 
diagram 
where the horizontal arrows are left multiplication by q and the vertical 
arrows are surjective. As multiplication by rl is the augmentation map on 
A, it must annihilate all indecomposable projectives except P,, which gets 
mapped to soc( P,). Thus if VM is not zero, there is a summand P, c P, 
with t,(soc(P,)) #O. Since soc(P,) is simple, rMIP,, is injective. So M 
contains a submodule isomorphic to P,, which is a direct summand, as 
projective A-modules are also injective [Al, p. 41-J. The claim follows by 
writing M as a direct sum of indecomposables. 
The action of q on H’(C, F,) may be identified with H’(X, ) applied to 
the composition of the following maps of sheaves on X: 
z*F,L F,=+ n*F/. (2.2) 
Now H’(tr) is surjective, since H*(X, Ker(tr)) ‘v 0. From the exact 
sequence 
n,(C)-+n,(X)+r’+ 1, (2.3) 
Ker H’(can) z Hom(T’, F,). The lemma follows. 
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Remark 2.4. When X is complete and the I-primary part of Q, is 
cyclic, then v,,,(H’(C, F,)) = h’(X) - 2~,.,~. Indeed Coker H’(tr) is dual to 
Ker H’(can) so has dimension E (7,X~ (0, 1 }. When E(:.~= 1 one must check 
that Ker H’(can)nim H’(tr)#O. But (im(H’(tr)))-‘-cim(H’(tr)), since a 
non-degenerate alternating inner product space has no one dimensional 
orthogonal direct summand. By the projection formula (im( H ‘(tr)))’ = 
Ker H ‘(can). 
3. THE GROUP ZII’ 
Our general strategy for decomposing H’(C, F,) as a sum of indecom- 
posables is to first do the case that C is aflinc and f acts freely. This is 
often the simplest situation. For example, if 1‘2: Z/I’ then the previous 
lemma together with the multiplicativity of euler characteristics in finite 
etale covers whose degree is prime to the characteristic of k immediately 
implies 
H’(C, F,) * II~“~‘- ‘@So. (3.1) 
In order to treat the cases where rr: C+ A’ is ramified or C is complete, 
let R be a non-empty, finite, f-stable subset of closed points which contains 
the ramification locus of 7~. Define C= C - R, and consider the exact 
sequence of A-modules 
O+H’(C.F,)+H’(C,F,)‘-* H;(C,F,+ H’(C,F,)+O. (3.2) 
Write B for the set of r-orbits in R, k= X- B, and D, for the stablizer of 
some point in the orbit b E B. Then Dh is well defined up to conjugation. 
Furthermore 
Hi(C, F,)- @3 Ind:, 1. 
hcH 
(3.3) 
We apply these considerations to describe the A-module H’(C, F,) when 
I-z Z/lr and rr is ramified. Write t for a generator of I- and set B = UjzO B, 
where b E B, implies D,= (t”). Observe that Ind;, 1 2: A/(t - 1)“. Let I’, 
0 <S < r, denote the minimum index [r: D,,] for b E B. 
LEMMA 3.4. With the abooe hypotheses 
H’(C, F,)-YAh’(X)--‘;C~X~,~<j(t- l)“A% 
@(t-l)/‘~lB~i 8 l@(t- l)~‘-~lA(I+~)WX, 
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Proof By (2.1) (2.4), and (3.1), 
H’(t, F,)/H’(C, F,),,,2.A=@&, 
where 
(3.5) 
Now i, is the sum of the augmentation maps on the factors Ind& I, whence 
Ker i, has a minimal generating set consisting of z’ = [BI + B(E~!~- I) 
elements. When .+, = 0, z’ = z + 1, so /? maps the summand S, isomorphi- 
tally to a summand of Ker i,. Now (3.4) follows when cc/x = 0. 
When sq,= 1 let h E B denote an orbit with the minimal number of 
points. Consider the afline curve C’ = C u b c C. By the above considera- 
tions applied to H’(C, F,) + Hi(C’, F,) thought of as a map of 
F,[D,]-modules, the summand S,, injects. This map factors through 
Hi(C, F,). If C is complete, D, has at least two fixed points, whence Ker i, 
surjects to Hi(C’, F,). Thus there is some T E Ker i, such that (t - 1)’ ’ r 
generates im(S,) c Hi( C, F,). This yields 
Ker i,.im(&) 2: @ ~‘~jl/(t - I )I’ 
S-C] 
@pr-‘-6/(t- l)“@Al I “/(t- 1)” 1. 
The lemma follows. 
To complete the picture when I-= Z/l’ we consider the case that C is 
complete and the group acts freely. 
LEMMA 3.6. If C is complete and x is etale, then H ‘(C, F,) N 
Ah”X’-2@$& 
Proof: Since rank,(H’(C, F,))=h’(X)-2 (2.1) and dim H’(C, F,)= 
/‘(h’(X) - 2) + 2, it suffices to show that the dimension of the subspace of 
Z/fr invariants is at least h’(X). For this, degenerate C and X to reducible 
schemes, each with elliptic tail. 
4. GROUPS WHOSE SYLOW-I-SUBGROUP Is NORMAL AND CYCLIC 
Suppose given a short exact sequence of finite groups 
with (ID], I) = 1 and r >O. Such a sequence necessarily splits (i.e., f is a 
semi-direct product). There is a canonically defined, one dimensional, left 
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A-module, E, corresponding to the action of r on its unique subgroup of 
order 1 by conjugation. Write X, = (Z/P)\C, and note that H’(X,, F,) is 
naturally a semi-simple A-module. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that f act.q freely on an affine turtle C. Then 
H’(C, F,) 2 P,,@E*, 
where HOE* N H’(X,, F,). 
ProoJ For an arbitrary A-module M, write M z Mproj$ M,. It is easy 
to check that F,@ M, z (F,@ M),P as F,[T]-modules. The structure of 
F,[T]-modules is well known [Al, pp. 35-37, 423. We deduce easily that 
for an arbitrary A-module M, the A-linear endomorphism left multiplica- 
tion by v]’ = CYcl,!,, 7 annihilates M,,,, and maps M,,,,>j onto soc(.M,,,). This 
last module is isomorphic to h(M,,,,) [Al, p. 433. Apply Section 2 to get 
q’(H’(C, F,)) 2: H’(X,, F,)/Ker H’(can). 
We call this A-module H, so H’(C, F,),,roj~ P,. By (3.1), H’(C, F,), is 
one dimensional. We may view E as the l-torsion in z,(X,)/X,( C), whence 
E* z Ker H’(can). By Section 2, the trace map H’(C, F,) -P H’(X,, F,) is 
surjective. This identities H’(C, F,),, with E*. 
Since H is semi-simple, the structure of this A-module can bc deduced 
from its composition series. In fact the class [H] of H in the Grothendieck 
group of finitely generated F,[D]-modules is given by 
[HI = C&l -4X,)CF,CDIl+ 1 CSw,l- CE*l, 
bEB, 
(4.2) 
where B, denotes the set of D-orbits of the smooth projective completion 
of X, [R, 2 ter]. The module SW, is defined as in Section 1 with D in place 
of I- and the projective completion of X, in place of C. Of course it would 
be possible to apply (3.2), (3.3), and (3.6) to get information about the 
A-module H’(C, F,) in cases where 71 is ramified or C is complete. 
However, this is not necessary for our purposes. 
5. FREE ACTIONS OF X(2, F,)/+l ON AFFINE CURVES 
Fix an odd prime 1. Let I’= SL(2, F,)/-& 1, B be a Bore1 subgroup, and 
A’ = F,[B]. A non-projective, indecomposable A-module Iv, when viewed 
as an A’-module, has a single indecomposable, non-projective summand. 
This summand characterizes N up to isomorphism [Al, Theorem 1, p. 711. 
Write E for the canonically defined A’-module introduced in Section 4 
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(E= So,,, if I= 3). If M is an A’-module we write Q,M for its projective 
envelope. If N is an A-module, N,,,,, denotes N viewed as an A’-module. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If r acts freely on an affine curve C, then 
H’(C, F,) ‘v H’(C, F,),,JB W, 3. 
Proof: This follows from the structure of H’(C, F,) as an A’-module 
(4.1) ((3.1) if I= 3) and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. If 1>3, then W,-,,.,=QE@E*. If 1=3, W, I,a,=So,a,. 
ProoJ We may assume I> 3 as the case I= 3 is clear. There are one 
dimensional A’-modules, M,, M, such that W,-,,,, z Q,,@M?. We shall 
use the exact sequence of A-modules [Al, p. 493 
and the easy fact that both S,, A, and S, 3, A, are indecomposable. The 
natural map QM, + S, 3, ,.,, induces a non-zero map h(Q,,) + h(S, 3,A.). 
One checks easily that h(S,-,,,,) N E, whence M, NE. The natural map 
S 2,AP + M, is not zero, since otherwise M, would be direct summand of 
S , 3,,.,Z. Another easy computation shows h(S,,,.) = E*. The lemma 
follows. 
Now let C denote a complete curve on which I‘ acts faithfully. We use 
the notations R, C, B, k introduced in Section 3. 
hOPoSITION 5.3. If’ I- acts freely on an affine curve 6, then 
H’((‘, F,) z Ah’(i)- 2 OP,OAIP,-,@ W, ,Ohe,sSwb. (5.4) 
ProojI The isomorphism class of a projective A-module is determined 
by its class in the Grothendieck group K,(T) of finitely generated 
A-modules [Se, 16.1, Corollary 11. An expression for the class 
[H ‘( C, F,)] E K,(r) is derived from the Lefschetz fixed point theorem 
applied to H’(C, Q,) and the exact sequence (3.2), see [R] or [MI, V23. 
In the case that r acts freely on the aftine curve C we find [R, 2 ter], 
[H’(c, F,)] = [S,] - e(k)[A] + 1 [SW~]. 
hEB 
(5.5) 
By (%I), one need only check that the right hand side of (5.4) has the class 
(5.5). This reduces to verifying [PO] + [ W,- 3] = [S,] + [P, 3], which 
follows from the known composition series of these modules [Al, p. 493. 
(Note that VP + n in the lower diagram in the reference should be I’,+,- 1 .) 
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Write YIj for the constructible sheaf on k associated to the A-module Sz, 
by the prescription of Section 1. Define 
xh(Szj) = v.,(Sw,) = dim Hom,,(Siv,, S,). 
COROLLARY 5.6. 
vp,W’(C, F,)) = -4% :A,,, + PCW, 
where p(O)=!, p(/-3)= -1 if 1>3, p(2j)=O when 2j#O,l-3. 
Proof For an absolutely simple A-module S, vp,(A) = dim S. From 
(5.4), 
The right hand side is -e(J?, :Vj) [R, 2 ter]. 
6. RAMIFIED COVERS AND COMPLETE CURVFS 
In previous sections the structure of the A-module H ‘(C, F,) has been 
described for various groups f when C is alline and r acts freely. In this 
section we use the exact sequence (3.2) to obtain results on the structure 
of H ‘(C, F,)proj when C is an arbitrary curve with a faithful f action. In 
order to make use of (3.3) we begin with: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let D be a subgroup of f. Let S be a simple I@ 
F,[r]-module. Then the multiplicity with which S appears in the maximal 
semi-simple quotient of Indc 1 is dim SD. 
Proqf: Define A= F,[r], A’= F,[D], and write SO for the A-module 
corresponding to F, with the trivial r action. Now 
\f,(h(Indg S,)) = dim,, Horn,-(Ind; SO, S) 
= dim,, Hom,.(S,, SI /T.) = dim,, S”. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S be a simple F,[T]-module such that 
(1) S is not triuiul, 
(2) S is not a quotient of H’(k, F,),,,, 
(3) S is not a quotient module of rad(P,,). 
Then 
v,,$(H’(C, F,))=v,,&Hl(C, F,))- 1 dim S”b. 
hcR 
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ProoJ: By (2) we may write 
where S is not a quotient of K. Applying (1) and (3) to (3.2) yields 
vAh(Ker &J) = v,(h(fffdC F/J)). 
By (3.3) and the previous lemma this expression is CbP B dim SD*. The 
proposition now follows from the following elementary lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.3. The projective envelope of a finitely generated P,[r]-module, 
M, is isomorphic to the projective envelope of its maximal semi-simple 
quotient module h(M). 
ProoJ: From the following diagram, in which all maps are surjective, 





there is an induced map P, + PhCM) which is surjective by Nakayama’s 
lemma and hence splits. The resulting map PhCMI + M is also surjective by 
Nakayama. It follows that the submodule PhCM) is all of P,. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let M and K be finitely generated F,[T]-modules, S a 
simple F,[T]-module, and assume that S is not a quotient of K. Given a 
surjective homomorphism, 
v,,(Ker 5) = r - v,(h(M)). 
ProoJ From the surjective map P’,@ K + h(M) induced by < the 
inequality v,(Ker 5) < r - v,(h(M)) is clear. Consider the commutative 
diagram, 




P;QK r M, 
where L exists because zw is surjective and P’,@ P, is projective. By 
Nakayama, 2 is surjective, hence splits. From (6.3), Ker 1 contains a 
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summand isomorphic to P’, Ps(h(ZM)). Projection onto the first factor of 
P;.$ P, restricts to an injection on this summand. Observe also that the 
image of this summand under 1 Or, lies in Ker 5 and when projected to 
the first factor of P’, 0 K maps isomorphically to a copy of Pi- vS(h(M)’ This 
yields the inequality v,,(Ker 5) 2 r - v,(h(M)). 
Remark 6.5. Lemmas (6.3) and (6.4) remain true when F,[ZJ is 
replaced by A. This will also be true for (6.1) and (6.2) provided all simple 
A-modules are absolutely simple. This is the case, for example, when 
I- = SL(2, F,)/k 1. 
We end this section by noting that the behaviour of the euler charac- 
teristics of certain sheaves under restriction to open subsets is analogous 
to (6.2). 
LEMMA 6.6. Let S be an A-module (or an F,[r]-module), .Y the sheaj 
on X associated to S in Section 1. Then we haue the following relalionship 
between the euler characteristic of .Y and its restriction to k: 
-e(X, .Y)= -e(k, Y)- c dim S”“. 
h F H 
Proof: This follows for the relative cohomology sequence for the pair 
(X, k) and [MI, V 2.10 a, b]. 
7. SL(2, F,)/ k 1, GENERAI. CASE 
In this section I-= SL(2, F,)/? 1 and I is an odd prime. Given a curve C 
on which f acts faithfully, define R, C, B, k as in Section 3. Write 
B,= {h E B: (ID, 1, I) = I}. Recall from [La, XI 2.23 that if a subgroup 
D < r has order divisible by I, then either D is contained in a Bore1 
subgroup or D = I-. We assume in addition that D stablizes a closed point 
of C, so we may write D as a semi-direct product, D, . D’, where D’ is cyclic 
and the normal subgroup D, is a p-group. Here p is the characteristic of 
the base field k and D, = 0 if char(k) is zero. In fact in general one must 
have D = Z/l, unless I= 3 and p = 2 in which case D = I‘ is also possible. 
Observe that, 
Ind“. 1 =IndLInd&l Y @ w,@P, ,, z/1 
OSZj</-3 
(7.1) 
where B denotes the Bore1 subgroup which normalizes Z/f. If on the other 
hand (IDI, I) = 1, then Ind: 1 is a projective A-module. 
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THEOREM 7.2. With notations as above, 
(Wl-30 w;, lBrl =O, 1>3 
H1(C, Fd, = 
sits 
; ,<;j<,p3 rq’@ vyp@ v-p”, 
lBIl =O, Z=3 
lBIl>0,Z>3 
yl~/l-S-1 
0 9 lBl[ >O,Z=3 
and 
“~,(ff’(C, F,))=hl(X, %j) + r(Zj), 
where 
i 
-1-6, if lBll =O, l=3, andj=O 
Wj)= -1, if IBrl =0,1>3,and2j=l-3 
0, otherwise. 
ProojI When 2j # 0, h1 (1, Yzj) = - e(X, Yzj). Thus the assertion about 
v,,(H’(C, F,)) follows from (5.6), (6.2), and (6.6) provided 2j # 0 or I- 3. 
Also vp,,(H1(C, F,)) is known by Section 2. In order to determine 
v&H1(C, F,)) when I> 3 recall that 
In the notation of (3.2), it is important to know the image of WI-, in 
Ker i, //?(H ‘( C, F,),,,). We claim that the image is zero when 1 B, I = 0 and 
is isomorphic to W,-, when IB, I > 0. 
Since H’( C, F,) maps surjectively to Ker i, we may regard (Ker i*)proj as 
a submodule of H’(C, F,). Set N= H’(C, F,)/(Ker i*)proj, M= (Ker i,),, 
and consider the map induced by /I, 
When JB,I = 0, M 1: rad(P,) or 0, depending upon whether or not C is 
complete. Now Hom,( WIps, rad(P,)) 2: 0, for I# 3. It follows that 
p^( W,-,) = 0, whence WI-, is a summand of H1(C, F,). In fact even when 
1= 3, WI-, N So, and the same conclusion follows from (3.1) if C is afline 
or (3.6) if C is complete by viewing p^ as a map of F,[Z/3]-modules. 
If I B, I # 0, we claim that the induced map p: W,- 3 + M/&N,,,j), which 
is a priori onto, is in fact an isomorphism. To see this one should begin by 
viewing B as a map of modules for the group ring of a Sylow-l-subgroup. 
Then an application of (3.4) yields that /I is not zero. Now B could only 
have a kernel when l> 3, in which case S, would be a direct summand of 
H’( C, F,). But the three dimensional module S, remains indecomposable 
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over the group ring of the Sylow-/-subgroup. This contradicts (3.4) if C is 
affme or (3.6) if C is complete. Thus fl is injective. 
Thus the arguments of (6.2) show 
vP, ,(H’(C, F,))= vP ,.., (H’(C: F,))- c dim Ph+ K, 
htB 
where K = 1 if lB, 1 > 0 and K = 0 if I B, 1 = 0. This combined with (5.6) and 
(6.6) yields the second assertion in the case 2j= I - 3. 
It remains only to describe H’(C, F,),. Consider first the case IB,i = 0. 
If C is alline, Ker i, is projective so p: H ‘(C, F,) -+ Ker i, splits and 
H’(C, F,), = H’(C, F,), N W,-,. If C is complete, then Ker i, = 
(Ker i.JprrgO rad(P,). From the exact sequence, 
O+ Wz+P, 3-‘rad(P,)-+0, (7.3) 
valid for 1~ 3, we deduce H ‘(C, F,),, ‘v W, 3 @ W,. If I= 3: (7.3) is 
replaced by 
0 + S,, -+ P,, -+ rad( P,,) -+ 0 
and H’(C, F,), 1: S:. 
If IB,I #O and f>3 then by (7.1), 
When 1=3, (Keri,),,,>= W, I”‘--’ As we saw above the cokernel of the . 
map induced by /I, H ‘(C, F,),,, + ( Ker i,), is W, 3. Thus 
when I > 3 and 
when I= 3. 
Remark 7.4. Write C for the smooth complete model of C and i? for 
the set of r-orbits in C- C. For j> 0, we have by (6.6) and 
[Mi, V2.10a, b] 
h1(X,,~j)=--e(X,.~~)=-(2/‘+l)e(~)+ C a,(S,,)- C dims?. 
beA hcB 
We shall assume now that r acts tamely. This implies that all stabilizers of 
closed points are cyclic. The conjugacy classes of r’ are well known. In par- 
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titular, it is known that all cyclic subgroups of a given order are conjugate. 
Furthermore an element of r whose order is divisible by I has order exactly 
1. Write B= Un>r B, where b E B, implies D, N Z/n. For 0 < 2j < I - 1 and 
IZ the order of a cyclic subgroup of r, 
dim S$!n= 1 + 2[j/n]. 
From -e(k)= -e(X) + IBI we deduce that for 0<2j<Z- 1, 
h1(X,~~)=-(2j+1)e(X)+2C(j-[j/~])IB,I. (7.5) 
For example, when XI: P’, IB, I = IB, I= lBrl = 1, and IB, I = 0 for 
y1# (2, 3,Z> we obtain Theorem (0.1) in the case I> 3. If I= 3 we have 
1 B, I = 1, I B, 1 = 2 and Theorem (0.1) will follow in this case as well. 
8. FREE ACTIONS ON AFFINE CURVES WHICH ARE 
TAMELY RAMIFIED AT INFINITY 
In this section we shall always assume that the field extension k(C)/k(X) 
is not wildly ramified. Under this hypothesis the results of Sections 4 and 
5 may be rederived from a somewhat more topological viewpoint. I was 
introduced to this point of view by A. Assadi [As, Sect. 31. 
LEMMA 8.1. If C is affine and TC is etale, then there is a short exact 
sequence of A-modules: 
0 + P&oc(P,) + P, @ Ahl(= ’ + H’(C, F,) --* 0. 
ProojI Write nX for the tame fundamental group of X with respect to 
a geometric generic base point. Let the subgroup rc, < n, denote the tame 
fundamental group of C. Since the field extension is not wildly ramified 
r = rcX/ rc,. There are isomorphisms of A-modules [Mi, V2.171 
H’(C, F,) N Hr(x,, F,) 1: Hr(rc,, Coind;; 1). 
The second isomorphism is the inverse to the one in Shapiro’s lemma [Ser, 
12.5, Proposition lo]. The action of r on the right hand term is via the 
natural action on the coinduced module [Ser, 12.5, Example], while the 
action on the middle term is induced by the action of n, by conjugation 
on rec. Now the coinduced module is isomorphic to A and rrn, is the 
profinite completion of a free group on generators { fi, . . . . fhlcxj}. It suffices 
to compute the ordinary cohomology of the underlying free group, which 
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may be done using the standard resolution of Z over the group algebra 
[Br, 14.41. One is reduced to computing the homology of the complex 
where A( 1) = (I -f,, . . . . 1 -~&, ). As the fundamental group acts on the 
right this is a homomorphism of left A-modules. Of course, Ker(d) 2: 
H”(C, F,) 2: So. The lemma follows easily. 
The previous lemma may be used to describe the A-module H’(C, F,) as 
a direct sum of familiar A-modules in several instances. 
(8.2) Suppose that (II-l, I) = 1. Then N’( C, F,) is semi-simple and 
isomorphic to A “(X1- ’ @ So. 
(8.3) Suppose that the Sylow-l-subgroup of I’ is non-trivial, normal, and 
cyclic. Write E for the one dimensional left A-module corresponding the 
action of l’on its unique subgroup of order I by conjugation. Now the dual 
module E* is isomorphic to soc( P,/soc(P,)). This follows from the self- 
duality of PO and the known radical series for such A-modules [Al, 
pp. 35-373. Then P,/soc(P,) is indecomposable and isomorphic to 
rad( PE.). Consequently, 
H’(C,F,)ZP,,@A~‘(~) ‘@A/P,<.@E*. 
(8.4) Suppose that I‘= SL(2, F,)/f 1. In this case the non-projective 
indecomposable A-modules are determined by their restriction to the Bore1 
subgroup [Al, p. 713. If the dimension is I- 1 they are determined by 
their composition series, whence V, 3 2: P,/soc(P,) [Al, Sect. lo]. Conse- 
quently. 
H’(C,F,)‘VP~@A~‘(~)-‘@A/P, 3@ W, 3. (8.5) 
Remark 8.6. When k(C)jk(X) is not wildly ramified one may substitute 
S is not a quotient of soc( P,/soc( PO)) (2’) 
for (2) in (6.2). Indeed H’(C, F,),, is a quotient of the injective hull 
( = projective envelope) of sot (P,/soc( P,)). 
9. SOME REMARKSON MODULAR CURVES 
Fix I-= SL(2, F,)/+ 1 throughout this section. 
Remark 9.1. (h’(X, ,V;,) and Modular Forms). Let G be an order in an 
indefinite quaternion algebra, H, with center Q. Let 0: denote the norm 
481/135/l-2 
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1 units and suppose that G is a subgroup of finite index in O:/+ 1. Choose 
an odd prime 1 where H is unramified, G is maximal, and the composition 
of natural maps 
G-+B:/+l +SL(2,F,)/+l 
is surjective. Write G’ for the kernel. The isomorphism (G”@, R)* N 
GL(2, R) embedds 0,: in SL(2, R) and gives rise to an action of G on the 
upper half plane .X. Associated to the natural map of Riemann surfaces 
G’\.X + G\# there is a natural map of compact Riemann surfaces, 
7~: C + X. We define I: k + X to be the complement of the (possibly empty) 
set of elliptic points and cusps on X. Write V, N ZT for the representation 
of 0!: induced by the inclusion 0: -t (6 0, Z,)* z GL(2, Z,). For each 
integer 0 < j< (I - 1)/2, set V, = Sym”(V, ), and let “Kj denote the 
associated local system of Z,-sheaves on k. There is an exact sequence, 
In this situation the etale sheaf YI, of Section 6 corresponds to the 
constructible sheaf l,(%‘ij/l) for the classical topology. If I is prime 
to the orders of all elliptic points, then ~,($$~/f) 2 (r,Y’ij)/l. Furthermore, 
if j> 0, H2(X, l,Yij) 2: H”(X, I,$$) = 0 by self-duality of Yzj. Also 
H”(X, (I*?$,,)//) z 0. Thus 
is exact. It follows that h’(X, Yzj)=rank h’(X, t,Y2,). By the Shimura 
isomorphism [Zu, Sect. 123 this rank is twice the dimension of the space 
of weight 2j + 2 cusp forms on G. 
Remark 9.2 (Compatibility with Some Results of Gross). Write h,, for 
the numerator of the mth Bernoulli number. Fix an odd prime I and 
consider the A-module M, = O. < zj<, 3 T,, where T, = S, if (/, b,, 2) = 1 
and T,= W, 1 -z, if (I, b2j+2) = 1. Let C= X(I) be the modular curve 
described in the introduction. Gross [Gr, Sect. 63 has shown that M, is 
isomorphic to the A-submodule of Pic(C)[I] generated by the degree zero 
divisors with supports in the cusps. Thus it must be that M, is a submodule 
of the direct sum of indecomposable A-modules given in Theorem (0.1). A 
direct verification of this fact depends on a peculiar property of the 
numbers {b,,,} when jE# = (0, 1,2, 3,4, 6}. Namely for these values 
of j, b,j+,<2j+2, SO bzj+* is certainly not divisible by a prime I with 
2j < I- 3. This shows that 
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By (0.1) the first term on the right is isomorphic to soc(H’(C, F,),,). The 
second term is contained in H ‘(C, F,),,,j, since t’,+ (H ‘(C, F,)) # 0 when 
j$%. The appearance of numerators of Bernoull~numbers here is not 
surprising, as there are intimate connections between these numbers and 
cusp forms on SL(2, Z) [Serre, Sect. 13. 
Remark 9.3. If X is a modular curve of level prime to f and X(f) is the 
modular curve obtained by imposing an additional symplectic level 
f-structure, then the dimensions of the spaces of higher weight cusp forms 
on X enter into the formula for the dimension of the space of weight 2 cusp 
forms on X(I) (Theorem 7.2, Remark 9.1; also Theorem 0. I ). I have learned 
from B. Gross that there is a direct construction of weight I+ 1 mod 1 
modular forms on the j-line from weight 2 mod 1 modular forms on X,(f) 
[Serre, Sect. 3.33. The construction involves multiplying by a weight /- I 
Eisenstein series and taking the trace from X,(f) to Pj. 
10. MORE GEKERAL GROUPS AND VARIETIES 
Remark 10.1. Many of the arguments used in the case r= 
SL(2, F,)/+ 1 go through for any finite group I- for which the Sylow 
I-subgroup is isomorphic to Z/l. 
Remark 10.2. Suppose that r= Z/I. The indecomposible summands of 
the A-module H’(C, F,) have dimensions 1, I- 1, or I (3.4), (3.6). The 
same result in singular cohomology holds for any topological space C with 
faithful Z/I-action for which H,(C, Z) is a finitely generated free Z-module. 
This follows from the universal coefficient theorem and the following 
theorem applied to N= H,(C, Z). 
THEOREM 10.3. Let N be a finitely generated Z-free Z[Z/l]-module. 
Then there are ideals a,, . . . . a, in the cyclotomic integers Z[c,] whose norms 
are prime to 1 such that 
N=Z’1@Z[Z/1]‘2@a,Q ... @a, 
as Z [ Z/Q-modules. 
Proof: See [C-R, Sect. 743. 
As a consequence we deduce that if H,(C, Z) is finitely generated and 
free and if I- is any finite group acting faithfully on C whose Sylow 
/-subgroup is Z/I, then the indecomposable summands of H’(C, F,) have 
dimensions congruent to 1, I - 1, or 0 mod 1 [Al, p. 711. 
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PROPOSITION 10.4. Let r be an arbitrary finite group and let M be an 
arbitrary finitely generated A-module. Then there is a non-singular, complex, 
projective surface C on which r acts freely and M 1: H’(C, F,). 
Proo$ The action of r on the dual module, M*, gives rise to a semi- 
direct product G,= M* . r. Let cc P” denote a non-singular complete 
intersection on which G acts freely [Serr, Sect. 201. Now r acts freely on 
the quotient C = M*\e. Since e is simply connected, zI(C) N M* as 
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